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The Check Point Ethos

Prevention
NOT
Detection

Once Malware is inside, it’s already too late
Prevention not Detection – requirements

Consolidated Management

BEST SECURITY TECHNOLOGIES

DATA CENTER

CLOUD

NETWORK PERIMETER

MOBILE

REAL-TIME THREAT PREVENTION TECHNOLOGIES

SHARE THREAT INTELLIGENCE
Infinity Shared Intelligence Powered by ThreatCloud

- 86 billion Transactions per day
- Emulates more than 4 million files per day
- Stops 7,000 zero-day files per Day

Used by more than 100K Check Point Customers
Check Point Incident Response Team Services

Pre Attack
- Strategy & Planning
- Intelligence Sharing
- Evaluate Attack Surface
- External Threat Monitoring

Under Attack
- Infestations
- DDoS
- Data Loss
- Suspicious Events

Post Attack
- Attack Analysis
- Forensic Investigations
- Malware Lab
- Reports

We provide 24/7 incident response support: Real-time Gateway Tuning, Malware Containment, DDoS Attacks, Hacking Attacks, Forensic / Breach Investigations, Malware Analysis, Custom Signatures and are VENDOR AGNOSTIC